
Prince Zaaki Series: Magical
and must-read - once upon a
time adventures that linger
for a lifetime

Prince Zaaki And The Momentous Battle of The Kingdoms is
available on Amazon from 10th November.

With the first instalment in Heba Hamzeh’s Prince Zaaki series
- Prince Zaaki and the Royal Sword of Luella -taking readers
on magical adventures across the Kingdom of Luella, her
much awaited second volume - Prince Zaaki And The
Momentous Battle of The Kingdoms – is published in
November 2021.

UNITED KINGDOM – A triumphant first book in a ‘once upon a
time’ series that brings together traditional fairy tale themes
– good winning over evil, the search for love, attempts on the
heroic prince’s life, fighting for freedom and more – in stories
that feel relevant and appeal to today’s young readers.

Brimming with characters from princes to angels and witches
to dragons, the author’s first instalment - Prince Zaaki and the
Royal Sword of Luella – received much critical acclaim and has
whet the appetite for her imminent second offering - Prince
Zaaki And The Momentous Battle of The Kingdoms – which is
published on 10th November 2021.

Taking readers aged eight to eighteen on mystical journeys to
other lands and times gone by, Heba Hamzeh’s Prince Zaaki
series is a literary tonic for the soul that children and
teenagers are guaranteed to revisit time and time again.

Synopsis of book one: Prince Zaaki And The Royal Sword of
Luella
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Prince Zaaki is heir to the throne and his father, King Zok, has
decided that on his twentieth birthday he will succeed his
father and become King of Luella. Thus the Prince embarks on
an expedition across his great Kingdom before the accession
to the throne. Attempts to assassinate the Prince occur during
his travels, danger lurks in the Royal Palace and the King and
Queen of Luella are imprisoned. Prince Zaaki is taken to a
mysterious island where there is a special school for uniquely
gifted children, and he begins to learn and unravel the hidden
secrets of souls and life.

Advance information of book two: Prince Zaaki And the
Momentous Battle of the Kingdoms

Pandemonium, strife and crimes of savagery take place in the
Royal Amphitheatre during the Battle of The Kingdoms. An
unexpected visitor returns to complete his mission of
assasinating Luella's Royal Family with the use of his army of
evil dragons and his witch.

“I hope you enjoy reading the Prince Zaaki books and hope
the characters and places in the Kingdom inspire you to see
these books come alive in your minds. I am excited to share
the second book in the Prince Zaaki series with you very
soon.”

Receiving an abundance of five-star reviews, readers of Prince
Zaaki And The Royal Sword of Luella are saying:

"The adventure, the unknown, uniting people from different
places, the fight for freedom, the deeper meaning of life and
finding love are all encapsulated in this brilliantly thrilling
novel... to put the book down. A must-read book!" - WhatsOn
UK

"I was instantly charmed by Prince Zaaki and the Royal Sword
of Luella; I love a story that starts with 'Once upon a time' and
I think really endeared me to this fantastical tale." -
LoveReading4Kids

“Took me right back to my childhood. Getting lost in another
land, following the tales of Zaaki & Luella. Would recommend
for families. This is going to be sitting under a couple of



family friends’ trees for sure.” – Ben Thompson – Amazon UK

“Amazing book - would definitely recommend to a friend. So
glad I purchased and have found this up-and-coming author.
Such a great read that had me not wanting to put the book
down. The cover is beautiful to match.” – Libby – Amazon UK

Published by Di Angelo Publications, Prince Zaaki And The
Royal Sword of Luella is available on Amazon in the following
formats: hardcover (£19.99) amzn.to/3mAXK2q - paperback
(£4.34) amzn.to/3FjTY6a and Kindle format (£2.91)
amzn.to/2WQGptA

It is also available from Waterstones and Barnes and Noble

Prince Zaaki And The Momentous Battle of The Kingdoms is
available on Amazon from 10th November.

Heba Hamzeh is a mother to three extraordinary children who
inspired her vocation as an author. One evening, Heba
finished reading her son a bedtime book, and he asked for
another story. At that moment, Heba decided to weave a tale
about a boy named Prince Zaaki. The following night, her son
asked for another Prince Zaaki adventure, and so the Kingdom
of Luella began to grow. Forthwith, Prince Zaaki bedtime
stories became a ritual -- a nightly occurrence -- as her son
would sit in bed, enraptured, as Heba described a magical
world full of mystical characters and mysterious places and
memorable battles.

And so Prince Zaaki and the Royal Sword of Luella evolved
and as you are reading this, Heba continues to create new
characters and plots for her second, follow-on, book which will
be out in November 2021.
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